As Emily and Danny arrived at the mountain range, they remembered the last
time they were here. It wasn’t the best because they forgot most of their
equipment but lucky, they remembered everything this time or did they …
“Danny!” Shouted Emily “you forgot the rope, never mind the mountains flat.”
“Wait, I didn’t” replied Danny.
So off they went up the mountain to test out their equipment, but it took an
interesting turn, their watches started ticking, “oh no,” they thought as they
looked at each other. It was as if they were being timed (they were) so they
started running as fast as they could, just saying they had a massive rucksack
on, walking boots and a walking pole. Suddenly, the ground started shaking
and in the distance, they saw lots and lots of boulders coming after them
“aaaaarrrrr!” they screamed and ran straight back down but they were still
determined to get to the top, so back up they went … “Finally, we’ve made it
past all the rocks” they said out of breath. A bit further up they went till they
came to a stop and noticed the northern lights but there was something a bit
strange about them, they seemed to be chasing them, coming straight for
them. “oh no!” they thought again and ran halfway back down the mountain.
Then back up a bit further again and then the clouds moved and looked at
them and then took them away, this was very odd and by very I mean very it
was like they was something or someone watching them (there was but I’m
not really sure why anyway I’ll let you read on). They quickly jumped of the
clouds which took them down a bit but not too far, so they went back up
again… “It’s really steep” complained Danny. “Here, use the equipment isn’t
that why we’re here” said Emily. So up they went using the rope and ice axe…
“Nearly there” said Emily. “Sooo close” complained Danny “were there finally”
said Emily relieved. “Now why do you think they didn’t want us to get here I
wonder…”

